
 1  Inspection & Preparation of the Foundation Wall 

If you have a flowing water leak through the foundation 
wall, repair it first before installing Barricade IWPs. If you 
are unsure about water leaks request an inspection from a 
professional foundation contractor. Complete foundation 
wall waterproofing may be required. Fiberglass insulation 
that is covered with a vapour barrier should never be in 
direct contact with below-grade basement concrete walls. 
Rigid extruded polystyrene insulation (XPS) is recognized 
by building scientists as the best type of insulation to use 
against concrete walls and floors.

Prepare the concrete wall for installation by cleaning it 
and removing dust and loose debris with a pry bar or 
Barricade installation tool.

 2  Calculate the Number of Wall Panels

Measure the wall height and length where you will be 
installing the IWP. 

For 2-ft x 8-ft Barricade IWPs multiply the height (H) by 
length (L), divide this number by 16 and multiple the 
result by 1.1. For example, the wall height (H) is 8-ft and 
the wall length (L) is 20-ft. The calculation is ((8 x 20)/16) x 
1.1 = 11 IWPs 2-ft x 8-ft 

For 2-ft x 4-ft Barricade IWPs multiple the height (H) by 
length (L), divide this number by 8 and multiple the result 
by 1.1. For example, the wall height (H) is 8-ft and the wall 
length (L) is 20-ft. The calculation is ((8 x 20)/8) x 1.1 = 22 
IWPs 2-ft x 4-ft

 3  Plan the Installation

Loosely place the 2-ft x 4-ft or 2-ft x 8-ft Barricade IWPs 
against the walls where they will be installed. 

Note any wall obstructions or wall irregularities and 
determine which IWP will have to be cut to fit around 
them

Determine the location of the electrical outlets you want 
and determine which IWP will require a special cutout.
 
 4  Wiring for Electrical Outlets

Before installing any Barricade IWPs arrange for the 
installation of enough electrical wiring to the ceiling 
locations so that it will reach the planned electrical outlets.

Wiring for these electrical outlets will be dropped from 
the ceiling using the recessed channels on the back of the 
Barricade IWPs. 

Installation Instructions – Barricade Insulated Wall Panels over Concrete Foundation Walls
Before you Begin: For the best thermal performance results the Barricade Insulated Wall Panels (IWPs) and interior wall framing, with the exception of load-bearing walls,   

 should be installed on top of the Barricade Insulated Subfloor (ISF). 
  If you can’t do this allow 1-1/4-in under the Barricade IWPs for the future installation of a Barricade ISF.

 5  Installation

Install the first IWP starting in a corner beveling the board 
edge with a 45° angle on the top part of the ship lap 
joint. Beveling is done with a circular saw or jigsaw. This 
ensures that no OSB wood is exposed to the concrete. 
Cut and fit the IWP around wall obstructions if required. 
Do the cutting with the circular saw or hand saw out 
of the basement in the garage or outside weather 
permitting. 

Make sure that the IWP is plumb at right angles (90°) to 
the floor. If the foundation wall is not level use the spray 
foam insulation on the back of the IWP to hold the IWP 
in place prior to mechanically attaching with concrete 
screws.

Install two cement fasteners to the board along the 
beveled side 2-in from the edge of the OSB, 1/16-in from 
top and 1/16-in from bottom. Don’t forget to leave a 
1-1/4-in gap at the bottom for installation of the Barricade 
Insulated Subfloor if required. Use a scrap piece of wood 
as a spacer.

Get the second (tongue and groove) panel and fill 
its grove with a bead of low expansion spray foam 
insulation. This procedure will create a vapour barrier 
and help to seal any irregularities that may appear in 
the seam between the two panels. Match up ship lap 
joint and push into place. Repeat for each panel. Install 
two cement fasteners to the IWP along the matched-up 
side 2-in from the edge of the OSB, 1/16-in from top and 
1/16-in from bottom.

NOTE: For ceilings greater than 8-ft, lay the panels 
horizontally to achieve the height required following the 
two-fastener rule on each IWP.

Fit the IWP ship lap joints along the wall and around 
corners making sure that they are plumb and true.

6  Bevel Inside Wall Corners Tips
  
Bevel one groove and one tongue edge to a 45° angle 
so that you get nice, clean and protected corner with no 
wood exposed to the concrete.
 
7  Bevel Outside Wall Corner Tips

Bevel one groove and one tongue edge to a 45° angle 
so that you get nice, clean and protected corner with no 
wood exposed to the concrete.

 8  Electrical Outlet Installation

Cut a block of wood the same size as the electrical outlet 
box. The thickness of the block should ensure that the 
edge of the electrical outlet box will be flush with the 
drywall, when installed. Fasten the wood block onto the 
concrete substrate with temporary concrete fasteners.

Place the IWP over the wood block and tap it with your 
hand. By doing this, an imprint of the block is formed on 
the backside of the IWP. Turn over the IWP, cut out the 
imprint. Now drill some guide holes through the OSB, 
one in the centre and one on each end. Turn panel over 
and, using your square, draw your outline. Cut out hole 
with the jigsaw or keyhole saw. Flip the IWP back over 
and cut out with a utility knife a 1/2-in deep channel in 
the polystyrene foam to the recessed wire channel to 
accommodate the electrical wiring.

Note: Some states and provinces do not allow you to do 
your own electrical work. In others you need a building 
permit.

Check with your local building code officials for building 
permit requirements for electrical and basement 
insulation.

OvrX recommends that professional electricians install 
wiring.

 9  Plumbing Installation
 
To put the IWPs around plumbing fixtures that protrude 
from the wall, make certain that you measure properly 
and then cut out from the closest edge. Cut the piece that 
is left over to fill hole. Use cement fasteners as needed. 
Areas behind the plumbing that are too small for an IWP, 
can be filled with polystyrene compatible spray foam 
insulation.
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Tools & Hardware Required 
Tape Measure, Pencil, 24-in Carpenter’s Square, Long Level, 7-1/4-in Circular Saw or a General-Purpose Crosscut Hand Saw, Pry Bar or Barricade Installation Tool, 1/4-in x 3.5-in 
Tapcon Concrete Screws, Hammer, Electric Drill or Hand Screwdriver, Electric Jigsaw or Keyhole Hand Saw, Polystyrene Compatible Spray Foam Insulation


